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Raise your hand if...

You are an engineer

You like writing



By the end of this presentation, you will be able to: 

● Understand why blogging is an important part of open source advocacy
 

● Know what makes for a strong open source blog article

● Write high quality & interesting content 

● Control and amplify your project’s narrative 

Greater engagement; bigger community; more open source love



What is an engineering/open source blog? 



A dedicated venue to announce, 
highlight, discuss, and generally direct 
the conversation around a technical 
topic.



Why should you blog? 

● Announce your project/update

● Share implementation details

● Provide context around your project

● Generate awareness/users

● Recruit for your company

● Shape your project’s narrative



Shaping your project’s narrative empowers you to: 

You are the captain of your content! 

● Avoid misconceptions 

● Set expectations

● Become a domain expert

● Target a certain audience

● Ask for specific feedback

● Build your personal/project brand

Even the smartest engineer in the room 
can’t read minds....



What are some additional benefits of blogging? 

● Vehicle for social sharing

● Put a name to the face(s) behind your project

● Go beyond the immediate details 

● Encourage discussion
○ Hacker News
○ Reddit
○ In-blog commenting



Understand your audience

Tech News
Example
Recode

Style
Standard, strict, short/snappy

Content
Godlike, superficially technical

Audience
Everyone who is literate and 
connected

Company Eng Blog
Example
Uber Eng Blog

Style
Uniform tone, unlimited length

Content
Angled, structured, deeply 
technical

Audience
Technologists of all 
backgrounds

Personal Eng Blog
Example
Dan Luu's blog

Style
Personal, niche

Content
Unregulated, spontaneous, 
free-form

Audience
Engineers within a specific 
discipline

https://www.recode.net/
https://eng.uber.com/
http://danluu.com/


Platform Pros & Cons
What’s right for you?

WordPress (Open Source)

Pros
● More personalization
● Extensive plugin support
● Content ownership
● Personalized URLs
● User roles

Cons
● Self-hosted (can also be 

hosted on WordPress.com 
servers)

● Finicky
● Frequent version upgrades

Medium (Private)

Pros
● Built-in social 

networking
● Built-in community
● In-house support
● Fully hosted (secure)

Cons
● Limited design 

functionality
● Lack of content 

ownership (in the past)
● Walled garden of 

premium content

Ghost (Open Source)

Pros
● Built-in social 

networking
● Supports markup
● Content ownership
● Personalized URLs
● Ease-of-use

Cons
● Limited design 

functionality
● Self-hosted (can also 

be hosted on Ghost 
servers)



Types of Articles
How can your content help you achieve your goals? 

● Announcement
○ TL;DR
○ What is it? 
○ How do you implement it?

● Profile
○ Why did you build it?
○ How did you build it? 
○ What’s next?

● Specific use case
○ How do YOU use it? 
○ How has it benefited your tech stack?

● Interview
○ Get to know the team/individual behind the project
○ How did your experiences lead you to develop/open source this project? 



Writing strategies 

● Defining your topic: like a funnel, start broad & go small, 
specific

● Consider the who, what, where, when, why of your project: 
● Ask the questions: 

○ What is it? 
○ Why did you build it?
○ Why did you open source it?
○ How did you build it? 

■ How did your roadmap/architecture differ from 
existing solutions?

○ What were some challenges?
○ How does this improve the end user experience?
○ What’s next? 



Other best practices

● Don’t disparage other projects 
● Get at least 2 people close to the source to copy edit/fact 

check your article
● Get at least 1-2 others to give it a final read from an outside 

perspective
○ That being said… too many cooks spoil the broth

● Get to the point fast and early
○ You can elaborate later on

● Don’t get discouraged! 
○ Just get everything out on the page; looks come later

■ Substance > polish
 



What should you discuss? 
What would YOU want to know? 

● Motivation

● Challenges

● Design & architecture considerations

● Implementation details

● Current/future use cases

● What’s coming next



Four keys to a successful blog article

● Aligned objectives
○ Contributors, managers, company (PR, legal, etc.)

● Attention to detail
○ You may know all about your project, but your reader 

won’t
● Revision, revision, and more revision

○ Rome wasn’t built in a day; neither is your article
● Execution strategy

○ Timelines, social push, reviews, etc.
○ Great writing doesn’t appear out of thin air
○ Set time limits for each stage of process



Which tells you more… M3

● “Distributed TSDB and Query Engine, Prometheus Sidecar, Metrics Aggregator, 
and more.”

● “M3, Uber's open source metrics platform for Prometheus, facilitates scalable and 
configurable multi-tenant storage for large-scale metrics.”



Which tells you more… H3

● “A hexagonal hierarchical geospatial indexing system..”

● “Uber developed H3, our open source grid system for optimizing ride pricing 
and dispatch, to make geospatial data visualization and exploration easier and 
more efficient.”



Which tells you more… Fusion.js

● “A plugin-based universal web framework.”

● “Fusion.js, Uber's new open source web framework, supports modern 
features and integrations that make it easy to build lightweight, 
high-performing apps for the web.”



Case Study 1
Uber’s Data Visualization Suite



Case Study 2
Jaeger Distributed Tracing



Exercise
Shape your narrative; build your community!

You’re writing a blog article about your new open source framework for 
generating unique image filters on your smartphone. 

What narrative will you build around this tool? 



Summary
TL;DR

● Blogging is an important part of growing your project’s open source 
community

● Define and align on your objectives before setting cursor to WordPress

● Context, specificity, and planning are key to writing a great article

● Content can help shape your project’s narrative and give it brand 
awareness



Thank you

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International License.

@mkvorwerck

Questions: email ospo@uber.com

Read the Uber Eng Blog: eng.uber.com/open-source
Follow: https://www.facebook.com/uberopensource/
Follow Uber Eng: @ubereng

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.facebook.com/uberopensource/

